Be our (virtual) guest.

You’re invited to take a tour of our “home” in the CL-150 Open House!

Think of it like an episode of MTV Cribs or an issue of Architectural Digest, but instead of a celebrity leading you through their mansion, it’ll be us giving you a tour of the learner, instructor, and administrator portals in the CL-150 Platform. That’s just as exciting, right? (We genuinely think so!)

We’ll be covering the key functionality and benefits for learners, instructors, and program managers and showing off some of our newest features (including real time activity tracking and Virtual Reality activities). Whether you’re not yet licensed, you have a license that you want to make the most of, or you’re a long-time CL-150 power user—there will be something for everyone.

Join us on Tuesday May 26 from 2-3pm EDT or Wednesday May 27 from 1-2pm EDT*.

*Can’t make those times? Sign up anyway to receive a recording of the webinar by email after we’ve finished!